SUMMER INTERNSHIP GUIDELINES

Message from Head of the Department

General Information

1. There is no application fee.
2. Only those candidates appearing in the 4th Year of their B.E. Degree in Civil Engineering are eligible for this program. But mere possession of the minimum qualification does not entitle a candidate to be offered a position for summer training.
3. Candidates may contact faculty members in the Dept. of Civil Engineering, SOCET Ahmedabad, for their consent as supervisor and can identify possible projects for summer training prior to their application. Candidates having consent from the supervisor can send the signed Application Form mentioning the name of the supervisor along with a letter of reference from the HOD/Supervisor of the parent University/Institution and the same must be submitted before the last date of application.
4. Incomplete applications NOT in the prescribed format without the name of the supervisor, cover letter, the letter of reference from the parent Institute and the application not signed will be rejected.
5. The Department of Civil Engineering reserves the right to fill or not to fill any or all the positions.
6. Laboratory/Library/Computer Centre may be used for academic purpose only with prior approval from the person in-charge (in this context, the candidate should note that the regular students (whole time/part time) of the department receive priority to use these facilities for their Alma matters). However, anybody found misusing these facilities (like chatting, surfing, playing music or videos) will be barred from these facilities without prior notice/warning. Furthermore, anybody found mishandling/misusing these facilities, which leads to damage to will be held responsible to reimburse them.
7. No stipend will be offered by the Dept. of Civil Engineering, SOCET.
8. Students have to prepare and submit the report to the concerns faculty who have guided them along with the presentation for pertaining to entire tenure of summer training.
9. For any other information, one may contact:
OBJECTIVES OF SUMMER INTERNSHIP

1. To enable students to transfer their analytical, integrative, team play etc. skills honed in classroom to the work place as well as to understand the complexities of the corporate world first hand.

2. To train students to focus on a narrow bandwidth of a selected topic/field, (micro and not macro themes) to facilitate its in-depth study using quantitative/qualitative measurement tools to organize data, intensely.

3. Focusing on the area and arrive at reasoned conclusions/about the issue or problem.

4. To provide opportunities for networking with people who matter in industry/corporate/ organizations.

5. To aim at the acquisition of pre-placement offers wherever feasible and appropriate.